RAPHA CYCLING CLUB WAHOO ELEMNT BIKE COMPUTER HIRE PROGRAMME
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE
I, _______________________ will CAREFULLY READ all terms and conditions before entering this
Agreement:
1.

Agree that the bicycle computer, at all times, remains the exclusive property of Rapha or its
commercial partner.

2.

Accept that any route, directions and guidance provided by Rapha, the RCC or its
commercial partner, are for general information purposes only, and describe a possible route
/ direction & navigation that could be taken. Be it verbally, written, via an online link or
directly uploaded to the bicycle computer. Under no circumstances does Rapha, the RCC or
its commercial partner accept any liability for the route, directions or guidance, or any
circumstances that might arise from following a route, directions or guidance provided.

3.

Accept and abide by the Rapha/ RCC operating hours and bike computer availability
provisions. Bicycle computers are limited and the RCC may not have available bicycle
computers for loan at all times.

4.

Agree that any activity deemed as misuse of the bicycle computer may lead to temporary
suspension from the Programme and/ or the RCC and/ or termination of my involvement in,
or membership of, the same.

5.

Agree to return the bicycle computer to the designated RCC location by the end of the agreed
period. The RCC can decide to suspend my membership temporarily and/or to report the
bike computer as stolen if the bicycle computer is not returned within 24 hours without
contact.

6.

Agree to immediately report to the RCC a stolen or lost bicycle computer. I am responsible
and liable for any misuse, consequences, claims, demands, causes of action, losses, liabilities,
damages, injuries, costs and expenses, penalties, legal fees, judgments, suits, or
disbursements of any kind or nature whatsoever related to a stolen or lost bicycle computer.

7.

Agree to return the bicycle computer to the RCC location it came from in the same condition
received, ordinary wear and tear excepted. I agree to ensure that the bicycle computer is
never left unattended. The RCC will not be responsible for any lost, stolen, destroyed, and/or
damaged bicycle computers under any circumstances. I agree to pay for any damage to
and/or destruction or loss of the bicycle computer, even if damage was caused by someone
else. In the event the bicycle computer is lost, destroyed or damaged beyond repair,
regardless of fault or cause, I agree to pay Rapha the full replacement value of the equipment
and that this may be as much as £250.

8.

Agree to the use of my personal data in accordance with the Rapha privacy policy.

9.

Understand that Rapha shall have the right to revise, change, and modify these Terms &
Conditions at any time without prior written notification by posting the revised version on its
website. I shall be solely responsible for reviewing and becoming familiar with any
modification to these Terms & Conditions. Use and/or operation of the bicycle computer by

me following any modifications to these Terms & Conditions constitutes my acceptance of
these Terms & Conditions as modified.
10. These Terms & Conditions shall be governed by English law and the courts of England and
Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction in respect of the same.
After careful deliberation, I voluntarily give my consent and expressly agree to all these Terms &
Conditions as set forth above. By signing below, I agree that I, have read, understand and expressly
agree to the above agreement and terms and conditions.

Printed name of participant:

__________________________________________________________

RCC number:
__________________________________________________________

Signature:
__________________________________________________________

